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Starting the machine

The amount of switches you need to turn on depends on what you are doing. However, in
every case you need to turn on the microscope as well as the computer.

If you are using spinning disc or doing a TIRF or a FLIM experiment, you will also need to
turn on the laser stack as well as turn on the individual lasers you need. If you are doing
FLIM experiment, you need to turn on the FLIM module.

Turn the laser stack on from the switch on the table.
Turn on the lasers you need by switching the
corresponding switches. 405 laser does not work unless
561 laser is turned on. Finally open the shutter with the
key.
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Fluoresence intensity can be altered from this device. Simply press the button
corresponding to the wavelength you wish to adjust and turn the large black knob to adjust
the intensity. Note that you cannot do this while the machine is imaging.

CO2

Open the gas valves as shown in the picture below and turn on the gas mixer on the table.
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Taking widefield pictures (Focusing)

Login with the account Tanhuanpaa, the password is marianas. Start the Slidebook
software. Current version and the version you should use is 6.0.

Once the software has started, open the focus and capture windows.

Focus window, as the name implies is used when focusing to the sample as well as when
determining the correct settings for imaging. Capture window deals mainly with capture,
where you tell the machine what kind of images you want, how often and whether or not
you will use multipoint capture.

To find your sample with the binoculars, from the focus window, set the light path so that
the light will come to your eyes.

If you wish to use the brightfield, You can adjust brightness of the lamp by the slider. Next,
choose the filter set and filter according to what you want to see.

For widefield imaging, choose CoolLed from the Filter Set.
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Also, make sure that the camera shows DC-152Q-COO-FI. This is the camera that is used for
all applications outside FLIM experiments.

Next, choose the filter you want to use according to the color(s) you are using and open the
fluorescent light shutter from Open Fluor. If you are using brightfield, choose BF filter and
press Open Bright.

Next, turn the RL Illumination on from the table
computer if you are using fluorescent light. If you are
using brightfield, turn on the TL Illumination. Now you
should see light coming from the objective. Place the
sample in the microscope and focus carefully into the
sample.
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Adjusting the imaging parameters

Change the lightpath so that the light goes to the camera instead of the binoculars. Unless
you are doing FLIM experiment, you should choose left camera from the Emission Selection

Next, assuming you have not changed any settings, press Live to see the image on screen,
or if you are afraid of bleaching, press Snap to capture one image. Adjust the Exposure to
provide adequate amount of light to your sample.

Adjust the exposure for each color you wish to capture and note down the exposure values
you wish to use.

Taking widefield pictures (Actual capture)

Assuming you want to capture the full field and you
are not doing a time lapse or multipoint capture, the
image capture is relatively simple. Go to the capture
window. You should see something like this. Choose
CoolLed from the Filter Set, then set the exposure
times for each channel/color you wish to capture. You
can press Test to check how the image would look
with the given exposure values. Name your image and
press Start to capture the image using all the channels
you just specified.

If you want to acquire a timelapse, in the capture window, change the Capture type to
Timelapse and set the time-resolution required from the Timelapse Capture.
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Besides this, the image capture works like described above.

If you wish to capture only part of the image field, choose the rectangular tool from the
ribbon and draw a square around the region of interest.

Press the Update button at the Zoom part of the Focus window and click live or snap to see
the new view.

You can do the same in the Capture window and click the Update.
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The size of the imaging area transfers from Capture window to Focus window but not vice
versa. So if you want to have an exactly same image size with both, you have to define a
ROI first in Capture window . To return to the full field of view, click Full Chip on either
window.

If you wish to take a multipoint capture, go to the XY leaf in the Focus window.

First lower the objectives as low as they go. (Turn the knob until table computer shows
Lower Z-limit reached). Then press Home button on the XY tab. Stage will now initialize. Do
not press the Home-button unless the objectives are at the bottom! Now you can refocus
and the Save button comes active.

Then move the microscope to each point you wish to follow and click Set Point. When
done, you can save the position list by the Save button. For the imaging, go to the Image
Capture window and turn on the Multipoint List. Note that it is possible to combine
multipoint capture with timelapse imaging.
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Taking spinning disc images

Turn on the software as described in the widefield section. Instead of CoolLed, chose
Confocal from the Filter Set.

If necessary, the laser power can be adjusted from the Laser Power.

Go to the capture window Choose Confocal from the Filter Set, then set the exposure times
for each channel/color you wish to capture. For example C405q stands for confocal 405
with quadroid filter. If you are using more than one color, choosing all the channels with
letter ‘q’ at the end of them will make the image capture faster, but you might have some
crosstalk between channels. Confocal light field is so much smaller than image field of the
camera that it makes sense to always using a ROI for confocal imaging as explained in
widefield imaging section.

 You can press Test to check how the image
would look with the given exposure values.
Name your image and press Start to capture
the image using all the channels you just
specified

Timelapse imaging and multipoint imaging work for the spinning disc the same way as
described above in the widefield section.
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Using autofocus

Using autofocus is highly recommended when
acquiring longer timelapse series.

For the autofocus to work properly, you need
to focus once to your sample, exit the
software, shutdown the Definite Focus and
Microscope. Start the Definite Focus, wait
until the progress bar is past halfway, start the
Microscope and after Microscope has started,
start the SlideBook software.

Do NOT use the main switches to turn off the
microscope at this point. The Definite Focus
box should read ‘Off’ when it is ready to do the
refocusing. If there are any error messages

during the operation, the automatic focusing will not work.

After defining the imaging position or positions, go to the Focus tab on the Focus window.

Check the ‘Use Defnite Focus to focus when autofocus is enabled’. For single point imaging
you can now press Set Parameters.

If you are doing the Multipoint capture and the focus depth from the bottom of the well or
dish varies, choose ‘Use automatic offset for multipoint capture’ and Compute All Offsets.
Now the microscope will visit all the positions, focuses and calculates the offsets. It is useful
to look at the window on Definite Focus box. If there is any error, you have to do this step
again. For automatic focusing to work ‘Parameters’ must have a different value than ‘NA’.
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Once the system has defined parameters for focusing, go the Image Capture window and
click the Advanced button.

There, choose the Focus leaf and check the ‘Autofocus during timelapse/multipoint
captures’. Channel should read ‘DefiniteFocus’. If it is not, try to set parameters or
computing offsets again.

Now you can start your experiment.
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Using TIRF

This is meant as a reminder on how to do TIRF imaging. You should not try it the first time
based on these instructions. First, clean the 63x oil objective and the bottom of your sample
with 99% ethanol.

Second, you need to calibrate the laser alignment. To do that, go to the TIRF leaf and adjust
the TIRF angle to 100 or so.

Then chose the T488qd filter and turn on the laser light. Pull the microscope arm back so
you can see the laser patter on the ceiling. Adjust the beam from the TIRF-knob until it
looks ‘good’.

TIRF knob ->
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Left: bad pattern. Right: Sharper, more focused pattern. I.e. good pattern.

The filter(s) you use depends heavily on the amount of colors you have. If you have blue,
you should use filters ending in qd. If you have only red and/or green, you should use filters
ending in dd.

Once you have adjusted the laser beam, change the TIRF angle according to the table below
and start to look for the optimal TIRF angle for your sample. After any (significant) changes
to the angle, make sure that the sample remains in focus.

Filter Approximate TIRF angle
T488s 890
T488dd 890
T488qd 915

T561dd 870
T561qd 895

T405qd 900
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Turning off the microscope

1. First, save your data and move the .sld files and any other files you might have on
the local hard disc to the network disc. Close the software.

2. Remove your sample and clean the objective.
3. Turn off the CO2 if you used it by shutting the gas valves and turning off the gas

mixer.
4. If the next reservation within 24 hours is not at 37 C, turn off the heating. If it is at 37

C, turn on the heating or leave it on if you used it.
5. Turn off the lasers from the switches on the laser box and turn the key down.
6. Shut down the computer
7. Turn off all the switches you turned on when you started.


